We demonstrate an enhancement of the spin-orbit coupling in silicon (Si) thin films by doping with bismuth (Bi), a heavy metal, using ion implantation. Quantum corrections to conductance at low temperature in phosphorous-doped Si before and after Bi implantation is measured to probe the increase of the spin-orbit coupling, and a clear modification of magnetoconductance signals is observed: Bi doping changes magnetoconductance from weak localization to the crossover between weak localization and weak antilocalization. The elastic diffusion length, phase coherence length and spin-orbit coupling length in Si with and without Bi implantation are estimated, and the spin-orbit coupling length after the Bi doping becomes the same order of magnitude (L so = 54 nm) with the phase coherence length (Lϕ = 35 nm) at 2 K. This is an experimental proof that the spin-orbit coupling strength in Si thin film is tunable by doping with heavy metals. Si possesses a low spin-orbit coupling because of the small electric charge of its nucleus and a lack of an internal electric field due to the lattice inversion symmetry, which allows devices with spin transport but limits new device-designing possibilities with the spin-charge conversion effects-the SHE and the ISHE mentioned above. However, if it can be engineered to possess a significant spin-orbit coupling, the SHE and the ISHE in Si can be used for spin injection/detection. Such additional functionality will pave the way to create all-Si spin devices consisting of injector, detector and transport medium made of Si-a breakthrough for semiconductor spintronics and significant advance in applied physics. The purpose of this study is to create a sizable spin-orbit interaction in Si by implantation of a heavy element, bismuth (Bi). To probe the strength of the spin-orbit coupling, quantum corrections to the conductivity at low temperatures were measured in Si with and without Bi implantation. The enhancement of the spin-orbit interaction is discussed using the spin-orbit coupling length extracted from the measurements.
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Silicon (Si) is an attracting material for spintronics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] because its spin-orbit coupling is intrinsically weak, and spin lifetime in it can be longer than one nanosecond 2,10 even at room temperature. Almost all the recent spintronics studies of Si used lateral spin valves for spin injection, detection and transport [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The difficulty and low efficiency of spin injection into semiconductor has been one of the central issues in semiconductor spintronics: the so-called conductivity mismatch 12 hinders the spin injection from ferromagnetic metals into the semiconductor channel. Although insertion of tunneling barrier between ferromagnetic metals and semiconductors allows to inject spins into semiconductors, spin injection/detection using the ordinary and the inverse spin Hall effects (SHE and ISHE)-instead of electrical spin injection from ferromagnetic metals-can be the other pathway to avoid the conductivity mismatch [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Si possesses a low spin-orbit coupling because of the small electric charge of its nucleus and a lack of an internal electric field due to the lattice inversion symmetry, which allows devices with spin transport but limits new device-designing possibilities with the spin-charge conversion effects-the SHE and the ISHE mentioned above. However, if it can be engineered to possess a significant spin-orbit coupling, the SHE and the ISHE in Si can be used for spin injection/detection. Such additional functionality will pave the way to create all-Si spin devices consisting of injector, detector and transport medium made of Si-a breakthrough for semiconductor spintronics and significant advance in applied physics. The purpose of this study is to create a sizable spin-orbit interaction in Si by implantation of a heavy element, bismuth (Bi). To probe the strength of the spin-orbit coupling, quantum corrections to the conductivity at low temperatures were measured in Si with and without Bi implantation. The enhancement of the spin-orbit interaction is discussed using the spin-orbit coupling length extracted from the measurements.
Samples were fabricated using an intrinsic silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate with a 100 nm-thick Si channel isolated from the backside bulk Si by 200 nm-thick layer of SiO 2 . The Si channel was doped with phosphorus (P) by ion implantation to assure ohmic contacts for electrical measurements. The doses and energies of ion beam necessary to reach a homogeneous profile of 1×10 20 cm -3 -which exceeds the degenerate limit of 3.5×10 18 cm -3 for P-doped Si 19 -were calculated from the ion implantation profile simulated with the Transport of Ions in Matter (TRIM) program. The three implantation steps are summarized in Table I , and the simulated implantation profile is shown in Fig. 1 (a). To activate P and decrease the number of defects in the Si channel induced by the implantation, the substrate was annealed using rapid thermal annealing at 500° C for 10 s for the first step, and at 900° C for 1 s for the last step, with a 4 s temperature ramp up in-between. A part of the Fig. 1(a) ) and, therefore, we etched the top 50 nm to use the uniformly doped region as a channel.
The etching was performed on both types of samples (SOI:P and SOI:P:Bi) to ensure the same channel structure.
The Hall bars were 20 µm in width and 110 µm in length in-between the voltage measurement branches (terminals 3 and 5 in Fig. 1(b) ). The electrical contacts on top of the Si channel were formed in the two-step process: deposition of 30 nm-thick AuSb followed by annealing for 30 s at 300° C, and then deposition of Ti(3 nm)/Au(70 nm) bilayer. dependence of resistivity for the SOI:P and the SOI:P:Bi samples. For the SOI:P, the resistivity increased from 1.3×10 -3 Ω⋅cm at 2 K to 2.4×10 -3 Ω⋅cm at 300 K. The metallic behavior confirms the degenerate state of the Si channel after the P doping. On the contrary, in the Bi-doped sample (SOI:P:Bi), a decrease of resistivity from 8.2×10 -3 Ω⋅cm at 2 K to 4.2×10 -3 Ω⋅cm at 300 K was observed. To clarify its origin, we measured the Hall effect to extract carrier concentration in the channel. Consequently, the carrier concentrations at 2K were estimated to be 4.0×10 19 cm -3 and 5.0×10 19 cm -3 for the SOI:P and the SOI:P:Bi, respectively. As expected, the carrier concentration increased after the Bi doping in SOI:P:Bi samples compared with the SOI:P samples. However, the measured carrier densities for both P and Bi are smaller than those predicted by the TRIM simulations, which
indicates that only a part of the implanted ions is electrically activated. doping from 118 cm 2 ⋅V -1 ⋅s -1 (SOI:P) to 14 cm 2 ⋅V -1 ⋅s -1 (SOI:P:Bi) at 2 K and from 64 cm 2 ⋅V -1 ⋅s -1 (SOI:P) to 18 cm 2 ⋅V -1 ⋅s -1 (SOI:P:Bi) at 300 K. This decrease of the mobilities is attributed to the increased number of scattering centers in the Si channel with the implantation of Bi ions and the additional crystal defects produced during the implantation, as was also reported in the previous studies [22] [23] [24] . However, we stress that despite the decrease in the mobilities, linear I-V characteristics were still obtained for SOI:P and SOI:P:Bi samples at all temperatures. To compare the spin-orbit coupling strength in the Si channel with and without Bi doping (samples SOI:P:B and SOI:P, respectively), we measured quantum corrections to the conductance. At low temperature, a conduction electron can be scattered by impurities several times without losing its phase coherence, which creates interference on self-crossing paths and leads to localization of the wave function (i.e. decreased conductance)-the phenomenon known as weak localization (WL) [25] [26] [27] [28] . The phase coherence length, Lϕ , defines the characteristic length during which the phase is conserved. The spin-orbit coupling-which can be characterized by spin-orbit coupling length L so -also influences the relative phase between interfering waves by coupling spin of the electron to its momentum. This results in destructive interference on the self-crossing paths-the weak antilocalization effect (WAL) that manifests itself in the increased conductance 27, 26 .
Application of a magnetic field introduces an additional phase factor that destroys interference and leads to suppression of the conductance change due to the WL and WAL effects. Thus, both effects result in magnetoconductance, however, its polarity is reversed between systems with a strong spin-orbit coupling (WAL 6 case) and a week spin-orbit coupling (WL case) 26, [29] [30] [31] . The crossover between the WAL and the WL is governed by the ratio Lϕ/L so 27 -making magnetoconductance a sensitive tool to determine the spin orbit coupling strength 27 , as was already demonstrated in various systems [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] .
The magnetoconductance measurements were carried out using Physical Property Measurement System Fig. 3(a) ) to broad dip ( Fig. 3(b) )-along with the strong decrease in the amplitude of the WL-indicates transition from the WL to the WAL in the SOI:P:Bi sample. Such behavior is expected from magnetoconductance of a material that possesses a significant spin-orbit coupling, leading to the spin-orbit coupling length and the phase coherence lengths to have the same order of magnitude 27 . The characteristics lengths L so and Lϕ can be extracted from the magnetoconductance data by using the Hikami-Larkin-Nagaoka As expected, the implantation of heavy elements like Bi in the Si channel as new scattering centers decreased the phase coherence length. This implantation-induced disorder in the Si channel can be seen from the modification of the mobility and its temperature dependence (Fig. 2(b) ). The temperature dependence of the phase coherence length itself was also modified by the Bi doping (FIG. 3(c) and (d) ). In the temperature range from 2 K to 5 K, the reference SOI:P sample presents a decrease of 46%, while the Bi doped sample, the SOI:P:Bi, shows only 29% decrease and a less steeper decreasing law, which is characteristic to a different scattering mechanism 36 . The ratio B so /Bϕ ∝ Lϕ 2 /L so 2 that describes the crossover between the WL/WAL 27 is modified by the addition of Bi: the increased spin-orbit coupling strength led to the observed crossover in the 
8 magnetoconductance close to the zero magnetic field. The crossover between the WL and the WAL was observed-rather than full polarity reversal of magnetoconductance correction-since the spin-orbit coupling length (L so = 54 nm at 2K) is still higher than phase coherence length (35 nm), as was also shown in the previous studies 27 . Increasing number of electrically activated Bi atoms can provide a way to further enhance the spin-orbit coupling without increase in Bi doping concentration. Temperature dependence of the mean free path length L e (squares), the phase coherence length Lϕ (circles) and the spin-orbit coupling length L so (triangles) of (c) P-doped Si channel without Bi doping (SOI:P) and (d) P-doped Si channel with Bi doping (SOI:P:Bi). Solid lines are guide to the eye.
For spintronics applications, one of the key parameters that characterizes material is the spin diffusion length-the mean distance between spin-flipping events. Long spin diffusion length characterizes how far spin can carry information and is crucial for device application. The exact relation between the spin diffusion length and the spin-orbit coupling length in Si is complicated because of the anisotropic band structure 34, 37, 38 . In addition, in Si with Bi doping, the effective mass theory is expected to be less applicable because of the large ionization energy and small Bohr radius 22 . Furthermore, the temperature dependence of the phase coherence length is modified by the Bi implantation-a proof of the modification of the scattering mechanism-which complicates the comparison between the spin life time in two systems. However, the appearance of the WAL and the observable spin-orbit coupling length in Bi-doped samples signifies the enhancement of the spin-orbit coupling in Si, which inevitably leads to the decrease in the spin diffusion length. In this sense, the increased spin-orbit coupling provides an advantage of utilizing a spin-charge conversion mechanism, but, at the same time, introduces a new limitation on the size of spintronics devices. 39 The interplay between these two effects can be controlled by tuning Bi doping concentration-a pathway to create a device that integrates spin-charge conversion and spin transport.
In conclusion, we demonstrated a control over the strength of the spin-orbit coupling in Si channel using Bi doping. Magnetoconductance measurements were carried out on the Hall-bar-shaped P-doped Si devices with and without Bi doping. Strong modification of electrical transport properties after Bi doping-an increase in resistivity despite increased carrier concentration and decrease of mobility and modification of its temperature behavior-indicated enhanced impurity scattering. Quantum corrections to conductance were strongly modified by Bi doping: a WL signal of 1.18±0.04% at 2 K was suppressed to 0.22±0.01% after the doping. Also the temperature dependence of WL amplitude is reversed between 2 K and 5 K for SOI:P and SOI:P:Bi respectively. Moreover, close to the zero magnetic field, we observed a beginning of polarity reversal of magnetoconductance in Bi-doped samples-a signature of a significant spin-orbit coupling in our Si devices.
By using the magnetoconductance fitting by the Hikami-Larkin-Nagaoka model, we demonstrated a spin-orbit coupling length of 54 nm at 2 K in SOI:P:Bi. Our result paves the way for control over the spin-orbit coupling in
Si by using doping with heavy elements, which opens new possibilities in designing Si spintronics devices with enhanced spin-orbit coupling enabling a use of spin-charge conversion via the spin Hall effects.
